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ZOE SERIES
PORCELAIN

ZOE CREMA
Enjoy the crisp, clean lines of this Zoe 
Crema porcelain floor tile by Fired Earth 
Ceramics. Subtle veining gives this 12” x 
24” floor tile classic elegance, while the 
rich cream tone gives your living space a 
timeless appearance. Easy to coordinate 
with the rest of your decor, this porcelain 
tile provides a sophisticated update to 
your bathroom, entryway or office.

ZOE NATURAL
Create a tranquil space in your home 
reminiscent of a beach oasis with this 
12” x 24” Zoe Natural porcelain floor 
tile by Fired Earth Ceramics. Strong and 
sturdy, this porcelain tile ensures you can 
keep the luxurious look of your room for 
years to come. The rich beige design with 
a subtly textured look will easily fit into 
your modern or more traditional themes.

ZOE PERLA
Create a tranquil space in your home 
reminiscent of a beach oasis with this Zoe 
Perla porcelain floor tile by Fired Earth 
Ceramics. Strong and sturdy, this 12” x 
24” porcelain tile ensures you can keep 
the luxurious look of your room for years 
to come. The versatile grey coloring with 
a subtly textured look will easily fit into 
your modern or more traditional themes.

ZOE SERIES
PORCELAIN

TEST RESULTS
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RECOMMENDED INSTALLATIONS

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Spain
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PRODUCT

12x24in

12x24in
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SIZE

Zoe Crema 30.3x61.3cm

Zoe Natural 30.3x61.3cm

Zoe Perla 30.3x61.3cm

AVAILABLE COLORS

DESCRIPTION

AVAILABLE SIZES

Matte

Matte

Matte

FINISH

The images shown here are only representative, we strongly suggest you view the product in person and speak with a Tile Shop representative before purchasing. 
Sizes and finishes may vary from the selection shown here due to availability. Contact our customer service representatives or your local showroom for additional 
information.
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